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THE QD-ALGORITHM FOR PADI-APPROXIMANTS
IN OPERATOR THEORY*
ANNIE A. M. CUYT t
Abstract. It is well known that the quotient-difference algorithm can be used to construct univariate
Pad&approximants. In this paper we see that the Pad&approximants for nonlinear operators F: X-, Y where
X is a Banach space and Y a commutative Banach algebra, introduced by the author, can also be obtained by
means of the QD-algorithm and can consequently be obtained as convergents of a continued fraction, if the
scalar QD-algorithm is reformulated as in 1. The definition of abstract Pad&approximants will be repeated
in {}2, while the operator QD-algorithm will be treated in {}3.

1. The scalar QD-scheme. Let us consider a nonlinear real-valued function f of
one real variable x, analytic at the origin

f(x)

E c, xk

with c

k=0

k-. f ,,(0).

We will present the QD-algorithm in a slightly different way than usual, but the two
approaches are equivalent. The advantage of this approach is that it can be generalized
to the case where F is a nonlinear operator from a Banach space X to a commutative
Banach algebra Y.
Let the series f be normal, i.e.,
Cn n
Cn+l Xn+l

Cn+IX

n+l

Cn+k--lX

n+k-1

=/=0

Cn+k_l Xn+k-I

Cn+2k_2 Xn+2k-2

for n-0, 1,2,... and k- 1,2,.... This determinant is a monomial of degree k(n+ k1) in the variable x. Demanding that this monomial be nontrivial is equivalent to
demanding that this determinant evaluated at x- be nonzero.
For a normal series we can construct a double entry table of numbers
and
defined as follows"

q

eo")- 0,

e

n-0, 1,...,
n+l

qn)--Cn +IX
CnXn

n--O, 1,"

q(kn)
en)--qn+l)+o(n+l)
kq(kn+ l)e(kn+ l)
q(kl-e (kn)

n-0, 1,2,. -, k- 1,2,.- -,

",

n-0, 1,2,.-., k= 1,2,....

From this QD-algorithm we can obtain Pad6-approximants to the function f as follows.
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The (l,m) Pad6-approximant (numerator of degree and denominator of degree
m) for l>_m is equal to the (2m)th convergent K2m of the continued fraction

"

CO CIX

if Ko

-

+ Cl-mXl-m "’]Cl_m+

Xl-m+

et-m+l)[ q(2t-m+OI
-I1 -1
-1
q}l-m+l’

2_,k__OCkXl-m k, and to the (2m + 1)th convergent K2m+l of the continued fraction

Ct_mx,-ml qt-m)[

Co+ClX+’’’+C’-m-X’-m-+[

--[

1

1

--1

1’

1

--""

if K0 xt-mk=0 lckxk [1].
The terms q( and e( each contain a factor x now because of the definition of
q[. Since the series f is normal the Pad6-approximants are also normal [1].

2. Abstract Pad-.approximants for operators. We briefly repeat the definition of
Pad-approximant in operator theory and a determinantal formula for the calculation.
More details can be found in [3]. Let X be a Banach space and Y a commutative
algebra (0 denotes the unit for addition and I the unit for multiplication). Let F:X Y
be analytic in the open ball B(O,r) with centre 0X and radius r>0 [5, p. 113]

F(x)-

X

k=0

-.. F(k)(O)xk

where F-)(0) is the kth Fr6chet-derivative of F in 0 and thus a symmetric k-linear
bounded operator, and where (1/O!)F)(O)x F(O).
DElqNITION 2.1. F(x)=O(x)(k[) if nonnegative constants r< and K exist
such that IIF(x)ll<_gllxll for Ilxll<r.
Write D(F)-- {xXlF(x) is regular in Y, i.e., there existsy Y: F(x).y=I).
DlqNITION 2.2. An abstract polynomial is a nonlinear operator P:X Y with
+.,40, where A is a symmetric/-linear bounded operator
P(x)=Ax +A n_ xn-I +
(i-0,...,n) [5, p. 194].
When we have two abstract polynomials P and Q, we can construct an abstract
rational operator Q-. P where Q-(x) is the inverse element of Q(x) for the multiplication in the Banach algebra Y. Of course division by Q(x) can only be performed
when x is in D(Q).
DEIINITION 2.3. The pair of abstract polynomials (P(x),Q(x))=
(Y,=oAtm+iX lm+t Xi=0Bt,+.ix lm+j") such that the abstract power series (F.Q-P)(x)
O(x lm+l+m+ ) is clled a solution of the Padb.-approximation problem of order ( l, rn ).
The shift of degrees by I. rn provides us with many nice properties [2], [3] and will
also provide us with an abstract QD-scheme.
Let us denote by Qsl.P/ a reduced form of the abstract rational operator Q-1. p;
in other words P-P/x" T and Q--Q/. T and we have cancelled this abstract polynomial T in both numerator and denominator. Different solutions of the Pad&approximation problem and different reduced forms are equivalent (denoted by -); i.e.,
they satisfy the relation

=

,

(P, Q)-(R,S)oP(x).S(x)=Q(x).R(x) VxX.
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DEFINITION 2.4. The abstract Pad&approximant of order (1, rn ) for F is the equivalence class containing all the pairs (P, Q) satisfying Definition 2.3 and all the pairs
(P/, Q/0 which are the numerator and denominator of a reduced form of Q-. P.
Let us write C,-(1/k!)F(*)(O). We call the series F normal if there exists x in X
such that

Cn+l Xn+l

CnX"

Cn+k_lX n+k-1

H,(C.)c/_,x /-’

c/_x n+2k-2

is regular in Y for n-0, 1,2,-.. and k- 1,2,.... When the series

Co+ 2
k=l

is normal, a representation of P(x) and Q(x) satisfying Definition 2.3 is given by

F,(x)

F,_m(X)

C,_+IX’- +’

C/m ’/

CX’

I

Q(x)-

F,_,.(x)

C,+,x ’+’

I

1+1
/+l X

c/x /

I

el_m+ xl--m+l

c:

where Ft(x )- Y,=oC,x k [3, p. 251.
From now on we shall denote these determinants by Pit, ml(X) and Qit, ml(X),
respectively. The pair (PIt, ml, Qtt, ml) can be considered as a representative of the
abstract Padr-approximant of order (1, m) for F. If we introduce the notation

ACkxk-- Ck + lXk+ Ckxk
then normality of the series Co’-k=l(Ckxk--Ck_l xk-I) is equivalent to Hk(AC)
being regular in Y for some x in X and for all n-O, 1,2,... and k-1,2,.... So
normality of the series Co+Z=oACk xk implies regularity of QIt,I(x)-Hm(ACt_m+)
for some x and thus existence of Q[t,m]’P[t,m]

3. The abstract QD-seheme. For a normal series F we can define the abstract
QD-scheme as follows"

n=0,1,...,

.,

n--0, 1,.
n=0,1,-.-,
n--0, 1,..-,
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The existence of all the E(") and Q(") is proved as in [4, pp. 610-611]. Let us construct
the following continued fractions in the Banach algebra Y:

X

(1)

k=0

Ck xk -47 Cl-m+ xl-m+
I_Q l-re+l)
I--Et-m+l)
I-Q(21 -m+ l)
I- E(2l-m+ O

and

X

(2)

k=O

Ck xk "- Ci-m xl-m
I-Q t-m)

I-E l-m)t-m)
I-Q(2

I- E(21-m)
where division means multiplication by the inverse element for multiplication in Y.
We shall now prove that these continued fractions are of the same form as in the
univariate case where only a factor x remains in qk") and ") after division of their
numerator by denominator and we shall also prove that the convergents of these
continued fractions yield our abstract Pad-approximants.
THEOREM 1. If we write Q")-Nq, k,n/Dq, k, n and E(k n)- Ne,k,n/De,k, n then ONq,k,n-ODq, k,.+ 1 and ON,k,.-ODe,k,.+ 1, where indicates the degree of the abstract polynomial.
Proof. The proof is by induction. For k- 1 we have

e

Nq,k,n Cn+ xn +1

Ne,k,n-(Cn+lXn+l)

2

Dq,k,n __Cnxn
CnXn’Cn+2 xn+2

De k,n Cn xn On+ X n+l

so that

ONe,k,n 2n + 2- ODe,k, n + 1.
Suppose the theorem holds for Qt"), ..., Q("), El"), .,E("); we shall prove it then for
Q+), and En+),.
Since Q,- Q"+’).E"+’).(E")) -’, we have
ONq,k,,,-- n +

Qn)_+,
Thus

ODq,k,,, + l,

-

Nq,k,nw Ne,k,n+ Oe,k,n Nq,kW l,n

Ne,k,n-"i-k,-n-; "’b-e,’kl-n---F Oq, k + ,,n

ONq, k+ ,,.- ONq, k,.+ + ONe,k,n+ ODe,k, n OOq, k+ l,n + 1. For Ek+ 1,n the proof is

analogous.
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Consider the following descending staircase:

Ptz-m,01 (x)" Q -m,ol( x )

Ptt-m+l,ol(x)’O--,,+l,ol(X)

THEOREM 2.

PI,-,+l,l(x)’Q-m+l,l(x)
Pt’-m+ 2,11( X ) Qt l_m+ 2,1]( x )

P[t,m](x)’Q -l[l,m](x) is the (2m)th convergent of the continued fraction

(1).

Proof. Let on the above staircase P[t_m+i, jl(x).QIm/i, jl(x) bc denoted by
i+j-O, 1,
Regularity of the Hg(C) and the Hk(AC) implies that [3, pp. 38-39]
K2i+1-K2, (-1) Hi+l(Cl_m+i+ )i-i,(c,_+,+ )i;-,(ac,_ m+i )n;-(ac,_ m+i+l )
KEi- KEi_ (- 1) ’- n,( Ct_m+,+ )Hi( Ct_m+,)H- l( AC,_m+,)H_l( hCt_m+, ),

Ki+g- Ki+1_2- (

1)g- I-I( Ct_,,+i )]2 HjT ( hCt_m+i )tl--’( hCt-m+i+ )

are regular.
So it is possible to construct the continued fraction

,

tram

(3)

Cx + Ct_m+ ,X l--m+l

k=O

K -K2

KE-Ko
I+
n=3

(Kn-l-Kn)(Kn-2-Kn-3)
(Kn-Kn-2)(Kn-l-Kn-3)
i

with convergents Ko, K 1, K2,..., where division again means multiplication by the
inverse element for multiplication defined in Y. It is easy to verify that

KI K2
K2_Ko-Q

t-m+1)

and

using the representation of Ptt_m,Ol(X),
given in the previous section.
Let us denote

( K2- K3 )( KI Ko ) E[l-m+ 1)
(K3_K1)(K2_Ko)
Qtt_,,,o](X), P[l_m+l,O](X), Q[l_m+l,O](X),...

(Kn-I-K,)(Kn_2-K,_)
(Kn-Kn-z)(Kn_l-Kn_3)
//(l--m+ if n is odd. We write also
by .Xn/2zl(l-m+ 1) if n is even and by 1).,(n_
Atl-m+ 1) Qlt-m+ 1).
1)/2
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If we write down the continued fraction that is the even contraction of (3) (i.e., a
continued fraction having as convergents Kzn for n-O, 1,2,... ), we get
lmm

Ck xk’- Cl_m+ x/-m+l

(4)
k=O

I_Al-m+ 1)_Al-m+ 1)O/-m+ 1)
I- B(l-m+ l)-A(21-m+
If we write down the continued fraction that is the odd contraction of (3) with
l-m replaced by l-m-1 (i.e, a continued fraction having as convergents the
on the descending staircase
P[t-m,o](X)" Qt-m,ol(X), P[t-m+l,](X)" Qt-m+,](x),
(6)), we get

X Ckxk+Ci-mxl-mA

(5)

l-m)

k=0

I-Al-m)- nl-m)- nl-m)Al-m)
I-A(21-m)-o(21-m)-...
Because (4) and (5) have the same convergents, we have

k-l,2,..-,
if we put B(o t-m+ 1)--0. So

al-m+ 1)_ Q(kl-m+ 1), n(kl-m+ 1)- E(kl-m+ 1),

_

k-- 1,2,

This completes the proof.
Analogously we can formulate and prove the next theorem.
--1
THEOREM 3. etl, ml(X)" Q[t,m](X)
is the (2m+ 1)th convergent
tion

(2).

.

of the continued frac-

This can easily be seen by writing down the continued fraction (3) with 1-m
replaced by l-m-1; the convergents of this continued fraction are the abstract
Pad6-approximants on the following descending staircase:

(6)

-

e[l_m_l,o](x).Qllm_l,O](X)
Ptt_m,ol(x).O [l--m,0] (x)

P[t-m,] (x).O m ,l(x)

Qtl-m+ 1,1](x)

Pt,-m+

We illustrate Theorems 2 and 3 by means of a simple example. Consider
F" C’([0, T ])

---)

C([0, T ])" x(t)

---)

e x(t)

dx

-d- (1 +d).

The unit in the Banach algebra C([0, T]) is the constant function x(t)- 1, so we shall
write I 1.
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The Taylor series development of F around x(t)- 0, is
dx

f(x)- -(l +d)+"

k=O

__(.xk(t)"

Let us calculate, for instance, the (/,2) abstract Pad6-approximants for l_>0. If we use
the determinantal representation of P[I,zl(X) and Q[I,z](X) we find that

Ptt’2(x)-Qtt’El(X)-

"

dx

"-

2X(t)

lt(l-1)’
2

-

k-O

x2t-2(t)

/+1

x (t)
,1 Cx+------1(1+ 1)

k=o

=0

l+l t(t+ l)
lt(l-1)!
Now P[t,2|(x)" Q[I,2](x) is the 4th convergent of the continued fraction (1). We calculate

the necessary elements in the QD-table

Q,)_C,+x"
Cnx

+1

x(t)

n

n

En)_Qn+,)_Qn)

--x(t)
n

E

n)

=x(t)(n+l)(n+2)"

Note that in Q") the quotient of an (n+ 1)-linear operator by an n-linear operator is a
linear operator, which is not true in general but which simplifies the calculations a lot.
It is easy to check that
1-2
-1
p[l,2](X) Q[I,2](x)

Ck Xk’- Cl_lX, l-I
k=0

-E
l-Q(2t-l)

-

where the division is here a division of continuous functions. Analogously we can see
that Ptt,zl(x). Qtt,21(x) is also the 5th convergent of the continued fraction (2).
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